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Company Name: L&T Infotech.
Type: Fresher, Job Interview, Written Test.

Hello friends.

L&T Infotech came to Dayananda Sagar Institutions Bangalore on 19th January 2011 for 
campus recruitment.
Here i am sharing my written test and interview experiences with all of you.
There were 4 colleges and around 650 peoples participated before written test but 
after written around 300 left. After Group Discussion there was around 150 people. 
Next day was technical, after technical interview there were about 65 people 
and after hr interview the final list consist 55 peoples.16 students 
were selected from our college including me. Mainly Computer Science, Information Science 
and MCA people were there in the final list.
Written Test
Written Test was of 90 minutes for 90 question.
1. Aptitude (30 questions)
2. Reasoning (30 questions)
3. Verbal (30 questions)

There were sectional cut-off which they didn't disclose 
later during interview i saw in the OMR sheet of people who cleared written that thy kept 15 
as cut-off in each of the three sections. 
Reasoning was very easy. Verbal was intermediate and aptitude was a bit lengthy but easy. 
I mean you can answer the aptitude easily but you have to be fast in calculation. 
Questions were easy but involved big multiplication including fractions. 
I can't recall all the questions but i would like to tell u some of them which i got.

Aptitude:
It was very time consuming and involved lengthy multiplication including fractions. 
If you are fast in calculation then clearing this section will be very very  easy for you.
1. 2 problems on solving basic determinants multiplication.
2. 1 problem on clock.
3. 1 problem on trigonometry.
4. Questions on partnership.
5. 5 simple data interpretation, 2 of them on average.
6. Graph problem consisting of 5 related problem to that particular questions.
7. Gainandloss2or3questions.
 
Reasoning:
It involves very  very simple questions. you 
can easily complete this section within 20 minutes.
1. 3 questions on puzzles, oneoftheminvolved5subquestions 
2. Blood relationship 2 questions
3. 
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Problems on logical van diagram, 6 problems on sign like they will give you 4 pictures in a q
uestion and tell u to find the wrong one 
and also same type question like 2 of them where thy told to find the 4th pictures 
problems on data interpretation etc.

Verbal:

It consists of simple synonyms,1 very long comprehension. 
I will suggest you to leave the comprehension for last there are other scoring questions where 
you will score easily in less time. (Please remember that).2 or 3 questions where you will be 
told to find the error in sentence, split it into 4 parts.2 or 3 questions where you 
will be told to find the summery, its simple fill the blanks.

Friends i will suggest u to have a clear picture in mind before writing the exam about the exa
m time management, which section will u give how much time for me it helped greatly 
and don't exceed the time you decided with each section even if you 
have not finished all the questions of that section. leave the rest of questions from last.
Group Discussion:
We were given the topic "MBA in India. hyped too much?". 
We were around 15 out of which 7 got selected. We were given 5 minutes for GD 
and 1 min. for conclusion. 
The instructor told us that she is looking for 1st good communication skill, 
2nd good listeners, and how do you 
mingle in a group and she told us not to look at her during GD, 
not to stop others from talking. 
The people who had good soft skill got selected my communication skills was not that good. 
I raised some 3 points points with a very good example that come in that days news paper ab
out CAT 
which i saw in lunch break while reading news paper just before GD starts), But i was on the 
average of rejection as my communication skills wasn't good. 
At the lst moment i got selected because only 2 of us give conclusion 
and i got news from inside before itself that those who were giving introduction and conclusi
on they were getting selected i was in the 7th number in the list.
Technical Round:
There were four interviewer in 4 different rooms. 
Each of them were answering on different topics. 
It depends on your luck, in which room u will get. 
In first room i heard the interviewer was asking only c/c++ and nothing else and if you're 
not good in c/c++ or if you had 1 back log also he was rejecting straight forward. In 
other room there 
was a lady she was very cool and she was very liberal and it was much oh hr question and har
dly 1 technical question 
I went in a room where the interviewer was asking questions related to your branch basics onl
y if you know the basics you are in. I went inside confidently wished good afternoon, 
shook hands asked can i seat said thanks.

1st question (Introduce yourself)
2nd so you are from electronics and communication ok tell me what is diode?
Answered
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3rd hw many type of biasing in diode and what are they?
Answered
4th what is zener diode?
Answered
5th what is clipper?
Answered
What is difference between zener diode and clipper?
Answered
Draw the o/p of clipper?
Answered
Tell the practical use of clipper and zener diode?
Ans: I told sir i can't recall, sorry!
Ok what is transistor?
Answered
what is rectifier?
Ans: 
Here he tried to confuse me by giving an mischievous smile and asking are you sure? I told c
onfidently yes sir i am sure
Then he asked to draw transistor?
Ans: But again he tried to confuse me but i told i am sure.
Different types of transistor and configuration.
Answered
Drow bridge rectifier ?
Ans: I told sorry sir but i can't recall.
Then he asked what is semiconductor made of?
Answered after giving hints.
Then he told ok you can leave do you have any questions for me?
I asked.

(Please ask some thing don't just say nothing sir and ask very good question. 
I know it is a common question they were going to ask so i think from before only what to as
k some  nice question so that the hr will have good impression in his mind)
HR Round:
HR round lasted for approx 1 or 2 minutes for all. 
They were basically seeing whether you fall into the company criteria or not that 
is it. They will ask your marks, If you have only backlogs, if you 
have year gap and at maximum 1 hr question. 
For us the hr was super cool and a very young guy. He talked to us like friends. 
I entered wishes good afternoon then asked for seat said thanks after seating he confirmed i h
ad a backlog in 5th semester and 1 year gap after 10th and saw 
only average. then asked me ok tell me why IT?. You can go to the core company as well?
I answered but he was not that convenience. He asked me frankly are you in the IT for money 
tell me frankly the truth? Then he asked you have written that know c/c++ do you 
know really or just like that you have written. Then i told no sir i know little bit. 
He asked what is pointer. I answered. Then he told ok you can leave. I asked him that's it sir? 
He told laughingly seeing at my face that's it, for today we need you upto this much.
Next day  when the results came i saw i was selected.
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